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November               2011           2012      % Change
Single Family Homes

Average Price       $311,463    $327,747 5%
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Homes for Sale         337 260 - 23%

Months Supply         2.81           1.95 - 30 %
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I’ve been in the mortgage business in Colorado since 1989. I have experience in all aspects in mortgage lending from originating to
post-closing. I was a member of the committee that assisted in the development of the state-specific Mortgage Loan Originator exam
which a person must pass to obtain an originator’s license in Colorado. I am also licensed to originate in New Mexico and California. 
I truly enjoy working with borrowers and helping them obtain the best loans for their specific situations. I am able to assist with new
home purchases, resale purchases (including short sales and foreclosures), and refinances. DHI Mortgage is a very professional and 
ethical mortgage company with competitive rates and incredible service. I’m proud to be a member of the team!

I have lived in Colorado since 1976 (not quite a native – but close!). I have a BA from Metropolitan State College of Denver and an
MBA from the University of Colorado at Denver. I live in Parker with my husband and three children. When not working I enjoy 
attending my children’s sports events, volunteering at their schools, and scrapbooking. I look forward to working with you and your
family, and I welcome your referrals!

9555 South Kingston Court #100 
Englewood, CO 80112

Office 720-488-2085
Cell 303-941-6899
Efax 800-336-5419

Colleen Marie Brewer
Mortgage Loan Originator 
#199075
DHI Mortgage

WWW.COLLEENBREWER.COM
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CURRENT TRENDS IN HOME STAGING
By: The Steller Group

In order to gain an edge in today’s real estate market, a property must be priced right
and look better than the competition. One of the most effective and proven methods
to a faster sale is a process known as “staging.” Home staging trends follow current
decorating styles, yet staging and decorating are two different animals. Home staging
uses design and conceptualization techniques to prepare a home for sale in order to
achieve the highest sale price and lowest time on the market. One of the most im-
portant goals of e Steller Group when staging a home for sale is to neutralize and
depersonalize the home while utilizing current decorating trends in order to present
a home in the most powerful way possible. 

Remember, in real estate first impressions are not important -- they are crucial. If
you are thinking of putting your home on the market and need guidance with up-
dating or staging, e Steller Group provides those services! Along with the proven
expertise of our agents, we also have a dedicated professional home stager on staff to
ensure your home stands out from the crowd. 

For the DIY approach, read on to learn about the latest developments in decorating
that get worked into our staging process.

Wall Colors
• Neutral is still the way to go when selling a home. Imagine warm oatmeal tones
that will go with anyone’s furnishings. White walls are not generally appealing to
buyers because white is considered a cold color. However, if interior painting is out-
side the budget for a home seller, color can be added through draperies, artwork and
accessories. Painting strategic accent walls is also an effective cost-saving approach.

Flooring
• If you have worn carpet with hardwood floors underneath, we recommend pulling
the carpet and refinishing, polishing or deep-cleaning the wood floors, depending on
their condition. If you are considering replacing carpet, linoleum or tile, wood floors
are the best bang for your buck. Wood floors continue to be extremely popular and
this straightforward improvement will more than pay for itself. 

• When considering product, our experience says that real hardwood floors are best,
while prefinished wood floors are also good alternatives. Laminate wood floors are
less expensive but less desirable. Consider the other finishes throughout the home
before choosing a style.

Furniture/Décor Colors
• Your home doesn’t have to be completely refitted with new furnishings when you
sell.  We work with what you have and make it all come together by bringing what-
ever enhancements are needed to help round out the look! Regarding color schemes,
this season it may seem like sage green, rust and gold will never grow old, but there
are new variations that really pop, such as olive green paired with shades of purple or
pumpkin spice paired with chocolate. A hint of black in any room is hip and elegant!

Furniture Styles
• Casual Contemporary – compared to ultra-modern, this style consists of more of
an updated traditional look with straight, clean lines. 

• Mid-Century Modern – a varied theme on casual contemporary. Stylish, clean,
vintage look that emulates the 50s and 60s.

• Tuscan – a motif that continues to be popular in a more traditional home with
many Tuscan architectural features like columns, niches and curved arches.

One of the costliest mistakes made by home sellers is to ignore the visual psychology
involved in gaining a buyer’s immediate attention. Do not ignore this critical strat-
egy! Call us if you are considering a sale, even your timeframe is a few years down
the road. e edge we can give you is significant.  Contact us at 303.539.5228 or
Info@StellerRealEstate.com to discuss our additional marketing strategies and what
we do to ensure you achieve the best possible results from the sale of your home.

Visit www.StellerRealEstate.com to view our featured properties, 
read testimonials from our past clients, and learn more about our team. 
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Are you confused by the conflicting health + nutrition information you hear?

Do you wonder which foods and habits are the best match 
for your unique body, lifestyle, and health status?

Do you struggle with making healthy happen in the hustle bustle of your everyday life?

With all the conflicting information out there, you need a resource that you can trust to guide you on your path to 
optimal health and happiness – from the inside out. Someone who is on your team to help you find the sweet spot
between your health goals, dietary needs, and the realities of your everyday, so that you thrive in a lifestyle that 
satiates your appetite for life!

Hi, I’m Andie Jones. As a Functional Nutritionist, I can help you understand – and address – the root 
imbalances that can result in a storm of symptoms or health conditions. We’ll start with identifying which dietary
changes will serve you best, build in practical steps for making healthy happen, and move on to build a strong 
foundation for vibrant health + longevity.

YOU Can:

• Embrace a wellness approach to address current health challenges and reduce or eliminate the 
need for medications.

• Reach your ideal weight and feel fit, confident, and vibrantly healthy without depriving yourself.
• Wake up without hitting the snooze button, bounce out of bed, and have energy to be productive all day.
• Eliminate digestive symptoms that leave you feeling uncomfortable, bloated, and confused about what to eat.  
• Have peace of mind knowing you are nourishing yourself, and your family, with utmost care.

Let's start your health revolution today!
I’d like to invite YOU to uncover your path 
to the most vibrant and healthy YOU.

COUNSELING, PROGRAMS, 
WORKSHOPS, CORPORATE WELLNESS

244 Washington St.
Denver, CO 80203
877-704-0221
www.livebewell.com

Be Renewed: Winter Cleanse beginning in January.  
Clean up, clean out, and feel great in just 1 week!  
Register at: www.LiveBeWell.com/Cleanse
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